Harley davidson starter replacement
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Privacy Policy I'd like to unsubscribe. Although it is likely this video would still be of much
assistance to older model Harley's. An easy to follow step-by-step tutorial video. See Other
Useful Free Videos A Video by Biker for Bikers Video-So you are dealing with a starter on your
Harley Davidson that activates and you can hear it spinning, but it doesn't engage the starter
ring gear-thus it doesn't turn over the motor. You can hear the solenoid activate and pop out,
but the starter motor just spins. In our experience this is clearly a starter clutch issue and it will
need to be replaced. The good news is you don't need an entire new starter. Don't waste your
money and trailer your Harley to a dealership or mechanic for repair. We can show you how to
do this project right on the kickstand and right in your very own shop or garage. Just basic
tools are needed and no specialty tools are required. Contact your Harley Davidson dealership
to order the correct starter clutch for your year and model. The starter clutch can fail after years
of use and these things happen. In this video we show you exactly how to remove the Harley
starter from the bike, take the starter apart, and replace the faulty starter clutch. We even show
you how to remove the overhead oil tank to access the starter unit if you have such a model. Of
course Touring and Dyna models have the oil tank below and the starter is much easier to get
to, so you can fast forward through the oil tank removal part of the video if you have one of
these other models. We then show you how to put the starter back together correctly and install
it back on your Harley. You will get the best of angles in this video and nothing is left to the
unknown. It is as if you can reach out and turn a wrench with us and of course all our videos are
in high definition. This video will help anyone removing a starter from their and above six speed
transmission Harley Davidson model. You could be experiencing solenoid problems, a starter

motor failure, or a failing starter clutch. This video will be extremely useful for any of those
situations. There if little to no room to get up under the oil tank on many models to get the
starter out. You can become very frustrated trying to get extensions, long hex head wrenches,
or other home made tools simply to try and avoid removing the oil tank. You will likely end up
angry and have to remove the oil tank anyways in the end. So, we say just save the frustration
and let us show you how to remove the overhead oil tank and get it out of your way. Then you
can easily remove the starter and go to work on repairing it. It is better to do things correctly up
front rather than becoming frustrated later. Great how to video. Shows you rare and hard to find
point specific footage of exactly how a starter comes out, breakdown, build and install. Overall a
great little project, 4 out of 10 in difficulty for beginner. Labor: Free. Thank you for taking your
time to comment on the video. We are happy it helped, and it sounds like you saved over two
hundred bucks. Thanks for your support! I just sent you a new email receipt from Gumroad.
They are the company that hosts our videos. In the future you can email is at admin
lawabidingbiker. We check the email several times a day. Great vid my chopper was going the
winding after I tried starting it. Only issue I have is I replaced with a new starter and now I just
get a click noise from starter trying to engage. I have a good battery I check my starter relay all
hood had anyone else experience this. This video was great! I just started wrenching on my
harley and having this video gave me the confidence I needed to fix the starter clutch myself.
After walking out one night to take my bike for a ride, I went to start it and heard this sound I
could not explain. And after hearing this sound I searched all over YouTube for an answer. I
came across lawabidingbikers explanation of what goes on in the primary and starter. The video
did not explain how to fix the starter clutch, but did have a link to where I could buy a video that
showed me how to fix it. The video explained that I could save lots of money doing it myself and
instead of bringing it to a shop. I purchased the video and it walked me step by step on how to
replace the starter clutch. The lawabidingbiker video explained to keep the ball bearing from the
old starter clutch, and put it in the new one. The new starter clutch I got, already had a ball
bearing inside it. So after getting the bike started, I doubled back, figured out I had two ball
bearings inside the starter clutch, took one out, and put everything back together. Started right
up, no weird sounds. I am grateful to have found this video, I easily saved hundreds of dollars
getting the part and doing it myself. Thank you Lawabidingbiker and Ryan Urlacher for walking
me through the process! My , HD Streetglide thanks you too!! That is awesome! Thank you for
taking the time to share your experience. Helping bikers like you is what keeps us going. Your
email address will not be published. Save money by not having a dealership do this project. Do
it in your garage or on your patio right on the kickstand! Have the pure satisfaction of working
on your own Harley! A Video by Bikers for Bikers! See Other Useful Free Videos. A Video by
Biker for Bikers Video-So you are dealing with a starter on your Harley Davidson that activates
and you can hear it spinning, but it doesn't engage the starter ring gear-thus it doesn't turn over
the motor. Other Uses for this Video: This video will help anyone removing a starter from their
and above six speed transmission Harley Davidson model. Do I need to remove the overhead oil
tank to get at the starter? Basic Tools Needed:. Share Now Twitter. Comments Nice instruction
guide. Tom, Thank you! Glad you found our content helpful. Thank you for commenting!
Tommy, Thank you for taking your time to comment on the video. Craig, I just sent you a new
email receipt from Gumroad. Skizz, That is awesome! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email
address will not be published. Helping and connecting as many bikers as we can worldwide!
Get Connected! Facebook Twitter YouTube. Harley Davidson starter is a reliable, modern
vehicle that stands out not only for its stylish appearance but also for a good fit, comfortable
handling, and, of course, excellent driving parameters. In the design of motorcycles, the Harley
starter is one of the essential components, without which traffic is almost impossible. In Harley
Davidson starter performs the primary function - to start the engine at battery power expense.
The best starter Harley organically complements the vehicle's
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central units: a powerful engine and a modernized generator. Each structural unit has high
reliability, failure-free operation. But any part has a service life safety margin established by the
manufacturer. Therefore, at some point for reliable operation of the ignition system may require
Harley Davidson starter replacement. You can profitably purchase a Harley starter bike,
high-quality, original, with a full set of accompanying documentation in our online store. Also
on sale are all major Harley Davidson starter parts, by which the experienced rider can easily
cope with the task of site maintenance. Choose suitable spare parts in the catalog, order a
starter Harley Davidson bike and buy goods on favorable terms. We provide a guarantee,

provide competitive prices, provide the vehicle with everything necessary for safe operation
and high-quality repairs. YEAR Choose year:. Per page: 8 60 all. Please click on photo for more
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